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Summary

We report in this paper the perceptions of project managers from a software Systems

évaluation perspective. Testing software approaches in industry is a fundamental step to

consolidate theoretical underpinnings. Project managers recognized the importance of the

approach and considérée! évaluation of information Systems a fundamental contribution

for improvement-oriented paradigms.

Important software Systems évaluation attributes are identifiée! using a hierarchical

approach to software Systems évaluation. Définitions of software Systems attributes to be

evaluated are improved after exchanging with project managers. Objectives for each soft-

ware System attribute to be evaluated are clearly presented, defining the basis for evalua-

tion. The analysis of additional levels of depth in the hierarchy of software Systems

attributes has been used as a mechanism to validate the choices at higher levels. Finally,

additional software System attributes deemed important by practitioners have been incor-

porated into the scope of software System évaluation.

Keywords: software Systems évaluation, project management perceptions, hierarchical

évaluation approach, technology transfer



1.0 Introduction

The benefits of operating a System in an organization is an arca of concern for any

business. Productivity is the fundamental économie measure of a technology's contribu-

tion. Delivered computing power in the U.S. economy has increased by more than two

orders ofmagnitude since 1970 yet productivity, especially in the ser/ice sector, seems to

have stagnated [B93]. There is a lack of metrics for usability and productivity of people

and organizations who use computers. There are almost no quantitative behavioral mea-

sures of général trends, over the years, on how human and organizational productivity are

directly affected by the use of computer Systems [GBL91].

In the information Systems area, post-implementation évaluation approaches have

been suggested to establish the worth of information Systems [K90]. Multiple-criteria

évaluation approaches, which include subjective and objective évaluations, give equal

considération to both user and System constraints [C82]. The problem of conflicting user

points of view has been highlighted in thèse approaches. User, manager and developer

évaluations are considered within a goal-centered view to compare pre-established objec-

tives to actual results.

There are so many aspects to consider during software System évaluations, that sim-

plifying approaches are required. Instead of considering hundreds of unrelated évaluation

points, a hierarchical décomposition of software Systems attdbutes is necessary. The

advantages of a top down approach include a high-level view of the évaluation problem

which facilitâtes management understanding, the possibility of introducing additional lev-

els of décomposition for those software System attributes requinng in depth évaluation

and a sû-uctured évaluation approach which allows évaluation interprétation.

We report in this paper the perceptions of project managers from a software Systems

évaluation perspective. Testing software approaches in industry is a fundamental step to

consolidate theoretical underpinnings. Without practitioners participation, software

research rest an intellectual exercise which could make little contribution to the software

community. Thus, involving industry in research can be considered an important step to

facilitate technology transfer among scientists and industry.

The first step in gathering project management perceptions is to présent software

System évaluation attributes to practitioners. Each software System is characterized into



three dimensions: software Systems intrinsic attributes, software Systems production pro-

cess and contribution of the System to the organization. Each of thèse dimensions is

decomposed into three factors and each factor is categorized into three levels of maturity.

Once participants understand the évaluation catégories, général comments from partici-

pants are gathered. Thèse comments include the difficulties to assign évaluation catego-

ries, the need of expressing the évaluation objective for each factor, the identification of

those descriptions that rcquire more élaboration, and the identification of général com-

ments about the évaluation approach and its usage.

The second step in the process requu-es participants to analyze each of the software

Systems factors and détermine the important subfactors. For example, for the agent factor,

subfactors suggested are team organization, team expérience, team motivation and team

size. Project managers are requested to establish the order of importance of thèse subfac-

tors. Participants could suggest additional subfactors deemed important or other factors

not included in the evaluadon approach.

The third step in the process is to evaluate spécifie information Systems familiar to

the participants. This step rcquires ajudgment by participants on the maturity level of each

ofthe software System attributes of information Systems. A clear understanding ofevalua-

lion catégories is required in this step. An évaluation profile is generated presenting the

results of the évaluation. Those attributes judged weak during the évaluation may require

more in depth évaluations. Comparisons among information Systems can be performed

using the évaluation profile.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the approach to gather

project management perceptions. Section 3 analyzes software Systems évaluation

attributes, the ranking of attributes and the feedback's comments from participants. Sec-

don 4 présents the évaluation profiles information Systems. Finally, Section 5 gives some

conclusions and ideas for further research.

2.0 Requesting project management viewpoint

In this Section, the characteristics of the testing environment are présentée}. The ses-

sion involved 2 facilitators and 5 project managers during a working session. A document

containing the détails of the évaluation approach was released to the participants together



with an évaluation profile used to assess each System. Software Systems évaluation ele-

ments were organized hierarchically by dimensions and factors. Each dimension con-

tained three factors, and each factor was evaluated using three catégories (Le., basic,

intermediate and advanced). The package contained a questionnaire organized by software

évaluation factors and the statements to evaluate their maturity (i.e., 9 factors and 27 cate-

gories). The package also included a suggested décomposition of factors into subfactors.

Project managers participating in the validation had senior expérience on software

development. They have been recently involved on a major software development project.

Participants were allowed to interact with facilitators to clarify the statements describing

each category. Facilitators were in charge of prcsenting software Systems characteristics

and guiding participants to select the catégories for the évaluation of information Systems.

Project managers had chosen one or two Systems they were familiar with, and werc

ready to evaluate thèse Systems using the questionnaire and évaluation profile. Participants

also had the task of understanding the description of each category and defining a ranking

of a few subfactors according to their relative importance. Results of the ranking process

are given in a section below.

The session was interactive. An overall présentation of the important éléments in

software Systems was given to the participants before proceeding to generate the evalua-

tion profile of spécifie Systems.

2.1 Understanding the important éléments in software Systems

We présent in a top-down manner the important dimensions to retain in software

Systems, its décomposition into factors and the categorization of thèse factors for evalua-

tion purposes. Thèse aspects are organized by level, following a common framework.

Each factor highlights the important éléments to retain, by suggesting subfactors.

The software System attributes are organized into thrce dimensions, according to

three différent viewpoints (i.e., those of the developer, operator and user). The knowledge

retained is that of the software product, its production process and its impact on the orga-

nization. The three dimensions are interconnected. A System may be subjet to several

projects during its lifetime: initial development and enhanced versions. A System opera-

tes_in an organizational environment: users interface with the System and ser/ices are pro-

vided by the System.



Figure l présents an entity-relationship diagram which further décomposes the

dimensions into factors. A project follows a process, it involves some agents and uses

some tools. The System is composed _of products, it behaves at some performance level

and it is implemented in a particular technology. The environment seeks compliance with

System requirements, it évaluâtes the usability of the System from the user's perspective

and it receives a contribution or benefit from the opération of the System.

Figure l. Software Systems Attnbutes
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2.2 Ranking of attributes

2.2.1 Project dimension

Project organizations use to carry out activities in coordinated ways. Project teams

differ in how they operate as well as in their underlying observable opération. Projects can

be coordinated by a traditional hierarchy of authority, by reliance on individual initiative,

by collaboradve discussion and negotiation, or by virtue of alignment with a common

vision or direction [C93].

The following tables présent the ranking of subfactors such as project managers sug-

gested. The rows represent the subfactors and the columns their relative importance. The

first five columns represent the relative importance given by each manager interviewed

(Ml to M5), whereas the last column (T) is the resulting ranking, obtained by analyzing

individual rankings and assigning a final order among the subfactors. In some cases, man-

agers gave the same ranking for each subfactor, meaning they considered the same relative

importance of subfactors (e.g., the first column in Table l indicates that process model and

method are equally important). In other cases, managers considered that all the subfactors

were equally important, such as the third and fourth columns in Table l.

Process factor

The process that led to the development of the System, together with the design deci-

sions and their justification, constitutes the backbone to improved quality and productiv-

ity. Process model évaluation establishs whether it is a well defined process, it is well

Table l: Process

Subfactors

Process Model

Method or technique

Measurement facilities

Availability of standards

Schedule constraints

Ml

l

l

4

3

2

M2

2

3

4

5

l

M3

l

l

l

l

l

M4

l

l

l

l

l

M5

l

4

5

3

2

T

l

3

5

4

2

documented and it has been already experienced by the organization producing the soft-

ware. The characteristics of the method or technique (e.g., Structured Analysis/Structured



Design, Object-oriented approach, Jackson development method). Considerating whether

the process is being measured for project control and product quality assurance using soft-

ware metrics. Détermination of the availability of standards documenting the process and

the characteristics of the deliverables. Considérations regarding planning and scheduling

of the project.

According to the results of ranking thèse subfactors, process model considérations

are the most important, followed by schedule constraints. It is interesting to notice that in

most cases availability of measurement facilities was not considérée! important. S orne

comments given by participants were as follows:

Process should involve the software life cycle activities and îhe techniques being uti-

lized. The process factor requires an assessment of the process model characteristics

(e.g., waterfall, prototype, incremental) using spécifie development techniques (e.g.,

Structured Analysis / Structured Design, Object-oriented approach, Jackson Devel-

opment Method).

Process should capture primarily the management of the process rather than ils

technical characteristics. It is important to identify the stability of the process and

the quality of its documentation.

Aspects regarding project schedule and conformance to plans should be considered.

The assessment of the project factor should evaluate the stability and quality of the

standard process model being used.

Agents factor

Criteria for agents require the understanding that a team of developers is being eval-

uated, rather than individuals. Well defined project organizations with rigid command

lines and pre-established authority décision points, have to be differentiated from informai

organizations; autocratic organizations also differ from démocratie styles of project man-

agement. Expérience of personnel involved during software development may impact

attributes ofthe software (e.g., quality, complexity); it is well recognized that the quality

ofresources has a major impact on project quality and productivity. Motivation is also an

important characteristic to retain, even if difficult to measure objectively.



Analyzing Table 2, it is clear that team expérience and motivation were the impor-

Table 2: Agents

Subfactors

Team organization

Team size

Team expérience

Team motivation

Ml

2

4

l

3

M2

4

3

l

2

M3

2

4

l

3

M4

3

4

l

2

M5

l

4

3

2

T

3

4

l

2

tant criteria to retain, followed by organization and size. This result highlights the well

known fact that if the overall expérience and motivation of the team is high, its size and

organization are secundary factors that can be controlled.

Important comments given by participants included:

Type of agents participating during the project should include managers, technical

personnel and users assigned to the project. The assessment of agents concerns all

participants that contribute to the project. It is a team évaluation rather than individ-

ual évaluations.

Emphazise qualitative aspects regarding agents capacity, rather than quantitatives

aspects regarding number o f participants in the project. The number of participants

in the project can be captured using absolute scales of measurement. However, the

assessment of the team requires judgment.

Expérience and motivation are the most important considérations for the évaluation

of agents. This comment stresses the most important subfactors regarding agents.

Tool factor

The importance of using tools in software projects is well recognized by the soft-

ware community, though definite conclusions on their impact are lacking. It is hoped that

tools would contribute to increased productivity and quality of deliverables. It is conve-

nient to assess the level of automation and the power of tools in the project. CASE tools

and project control tools impact project efficiency. A référence framework classifies thèse

tools into tools that support only spécifie tasks in the software process, workbenches that

8



support only one or a few activities, and environments that support (a large part of) the

software process [F94].

To classify tools, several catégories were suggested: basic development tools,

advanced development tools, management tools, support tools and measurement tools.

Table 3 shows the rcsult of this ranking. Project control tools were important but were

considered attached to the process factor. Other général usage tools such as editors or

spreadsheets were considered trivial. Measurement tools were considered less important

than development tools.

Table :

Subfactors

Basic Development Tools

Advanced Development Tools

Support Tools

Measurement Tools

: Tools

Ml

l

l

2

3

M2

l

3

2

4

M3

l

l

2

3

M4

l

2

l

3

M5

l

l

2

3

T

l

2

3

4

The more important comments gathered by practitionners were as follows:

Tools to be considered in this factor should be related to software development or

maintenance raîher than project management. The tool factor is oriented to evaluate

the technical assistance during development or maintenance activities. The impact

of project management tools is determined within the process factor.

A tool maturity taxonomy should be suggested: basic toolkiî, workbenches and sofî-

ware development environments. This classification follows a CASE tools taxonomy

in the literaturc [F93].

2.2.2 System dimension

Product factor

During the software production cycle, différent products are generated and referred.

Characteristics of products, including deliverables and the final software, are assessed.

Three subfactors were identified for product: size, quality and complexity. Table 4 pre-



sents the results of the ranking. Size could be interpreted in source lines of code, function

points or other indirect measurement such as number of modules or roudnes and pages of

documentation. Quality was suggested as conformance to standards rather than a subjec-

tive index. Complexity considérée! intra-module and inter-module complexity.

The ranking ofproduct shows that quality and complexity were more important than

size. This result indicates that a product can be managed independently of its size, pro-

vided its quality is high and its complexity is low.

Table 4: Product

Subfactors

Size

Quality

Complexity

Ml

2

l

3

M2

3

l

2

M3

2

l

l

M4

2

3

l

M5

2

l

3

T

3

l

2

Some comments given by participants included:

The évaluation should be oriented îowards tangibles delivered rather than tempo-

raryproducts generated during development or maintenance. The évaluation of this

factor requires the analysis of tangibles supplied with the System, rather than work

products during developement. It is an assessment of deliverables of the project.

Functionality and complexity of the software are the most important subfactors to

evaluate. The objective of the product évaluation factor is to assess the internai char-

acteristics of the System, primarily concerning its size and complexity.

It is difficult to measure size and complexity (e.g., function points, number of

screens). Unless automated measurement tools are available to quantify this factor,

the number of implemented functions gives a good indication of size and complex-

ity.

Use indirect measurements (e.g., developmenî effort, number ofpeople in charge of

maintenance) instead of direct measurements on the product. When concrète mea-

sures are not available, it is necessary to dépend on other attributes related to the

product.

10



Performance factor

Dynamic aspects of performance of the System are considérée! within this factor.

Performance was analyzed in terms of efficiency and reliability. Both were considered

important for évaluation purposes. Table 5 présents the results of the ranking.

Table 5: Performance

Subfactors

Efficiency

Reliability

Ml

l

l

M2

2

l

M3

l

2

M4

2

l

M5

l

l

T

2

l

Some comments given by participants included:

It is difficult to establish the context of reliability and efficiency. Only some func-

dons within a System require reliability and efficiency concerns. The évaluation of

this factor should identify thèse functions and generate a global assessment for the

System.

Technoloev factor

Target software technology allows classification of Systems for purposes of compar-

isons. Technology required the évaluation of software and hardware which implements the

System. Language and operating System characteristics are associated to software. Single

user or multi user microcomputers, minicomputers, mainframes and open Systems are

hardware related considérations.

Table 6 shows the results of the ranking. It was primarily the software: programming

languages, database managers and operating Systems that were considered more important

than hardware. Hardware was secondary even though it was suggested that its characteris-

tics should be known.

Table 6: Technology

Subfactors

Hardware

Software

Ml

l

l

M2

2

l

M3

l

l

M4

2

l

M5

2

l

T

2

l

11



Comments given by participants regarding this factor included:

The level of sophistication of the technology is an important considération: from

traditional to advanced. The implementation technology indicates potential prob-

lems during the opération of the System. New technologies arc prone to unreliable

behavior, whereas old technologies use to be stable.

The complexity of the technology is difficult to establish. Moving from single users

to open Systems reflects an increasing level of complexity of the technology.

The level of technology innovation impacts development and maintenance. New

technologies require time to stabilize.

Beware of giving spécifie example technologies because the description of catego-

ries may become old-fashioned. The descriptions of technology catégories should

avoid suggesting précise software or hardware technologies.

2.2.3 Environment dimension

Compliance factor

Compliance involves the overall évaluation of the System from the users perspec-

tive. An important activity is to verify that users requirements are meet by the System.

Compliance was considered in terms of conformance to requirements, information accu-

racy and user satisfaction. Table 7 présents the results of the ranking. Remarkably, user

satisfaction was not considered by project managers as important as conformance to

requirements or information accuracy. Conformance to requirements, considered the most

important subfactor, showed the need to clarify whether it was conformance to specifica-

tions or conformance to System needs. The fuzziness of user needs was indicated by man-

agement.

Table 7: Compliance

Subfactors

Conformance to requirements

Information accuracy

User satisfaction

Ml

l

l

2

M2

2

l

2

M3

l

2

3

M4

l

3

2

M5

l

3

2

T

l

2

3

12



Some comments given by participants included:

The différence between requirements and spécifications has to be stressed. Require-

ments are users-oriented, whereas spécifications are developer-oriented.

Project management considers that requirements are always accomplished, while

users may have a différent opinion. It is the users perception of accomplishment of

thek requirements that should be evaluated.

What is important is that the user be capable ofdoing hisjob. This is ajudgment on

the part of the user, it has to validate the accomplishment of the requircments.

Usabilitv factor

Usability involves some degree of subjectivity because it is the user's évaluation of

the System. Some researchers in this area have suggested its importance and possible

objective quandfication of its indicators [N92], [GBL91]. Usability was subdivided into

learnability and interface characteristics. Table 8 shows the results of the ranking. Learn-

ability included the time to leam the System and shortcuts available to expert users. The

interface was evaluated in terms of user-oriented tenninology, non redondancy and quality

of error messages.

Table 8:

Subfactors

Interface characteristics

Leamability

Jsability

Ml

2

l

M2

l

2

M3

2

l

M4

2

l

M5

2

l

T

2

l

Comments given by participants were as follows:

Considérations on learning the System are very important. To make a judgment

about the usability of the System requircs several considérations regarding redun-

dancy, consistance and so on. To facilitate the assessment task, leaming consider-

ations are primarily evaluated.

Shortcutsfor experienced users are also important. This is an important concern for

usability. Once a System is mastered by users, their productivity becomes a concern.

13



Contribution factor

Contribution of a System to the organization is a very important indicator to evaluate

a System, there are however serious difficulties as to how to quantify this factor because,

besides économie benefits, there are intangible benefits difficult to quantify [B93],

[GW91], [C91]. Table 9 présents the results of the ranking. We tried to identify those

aspects that may provide intangible benefits like support to décision making, benefits to

customers and support to organizational objectives appart from those that are more tangi-

blé in nature such as productivity improvements and tangible benefits to the organization.

Even if all the aspects are important, tangible benefits are rated first.

Table 9: Contribution

Subfactors

Support to user's décision making

Support to organizational objectives

Users productivity improvements

Benefits to the organisation

Benefits to customers

Ml

l

l

2

2

2

M2

3

3

2

l

2

M3

l

l

l

l

l

M4

5

3

4

2

l

M5

3

4

2

l

l

T

5

3

4

l

2

Some subfactors were considercd embedded within other subfactors like for exam-

ple support to organizadonal objectives and benefits to the organization. Benefits to the

organization and the customers were rated first, indicating that the relationship organiza-

tion-customers is fundamental to the subsistence of any organization.

Some comments regarding this factor were as follow:

Benefits to the organizaîion are the most important. The orientation of this factor is

towards identifying tangible benefits. However, other intangible benefits can be

identifiée!.

Support ta high level management is also important. This would be a type of intan-

gible benefits to evaluate.

For some Systems, the cusîomer ofîhe organization is as important as the user ofthe

System. The impact of the system towards its surroundings has to be evaluated.

14



When evaluating the contribution factor consider not only the user of the System, but

also its customers.

Différent Systems have différent impacts, how should this be considered? A System

oriented to customers is more sensitive than one that is internai to an organization.

The évaluation of the contribution of the System should take this aspect in consider-

ation.

2.3 Général comments from participants

Some final comments, given by participants at the end of the session, were as fol-

lows:

Gathering data during évaluations, at lower levels of détail, may provide a baseline

for estimation purposes. Detailed data can be available for other purposes such as

estimation.

The user organization is an important aspect to be characîerized, it makes a differ-

ence on the évaluation of the System. Politics in the user organization may impact

the success ofaproject. This aspect should be analyzed during the évaluation of the

process.

The level of granularity ofthe évaluation may require more détail. Additional levels

of détail can be introduced. Dynamically, it is possible to request this détail accord-

ing to évaluation needs following the hierarchy of the framework.

Eachfactor has to be defined by an évaluation objective. Defining the objectives at

the dimension and factor levels improves the context of évaluation.

Establish when the évaluation is applied: before development (i.e.. estimation), after

development (i.e., installation) or opération (i.e., post-evaluatlon). The évaluation

can be applied at any point during the life cycle of a System. At earlier stages, the

évaluation reprcsent the desired characteristics of the System.

What is being evaluated, the system or the project. What happen in the case of a

project that affects many Systems. The approach is oriented to evaluate software sys-

tems. In the case of a project involving several Systems, a separate évaluation for

each System is recommended.

15



There are some îerms that require clarifying (e.g., user, customer, orgamzation).

Terminology concems are being addressed by introducing a glossary of tenns.

3.0 Profiles of Systems

An évaluation of several information Systems was carried out. The following table

présents a summary of the results. The choice of Systems was based on manager's récent

familiarity with those Systems. Project management was the main rôle performed by the

participants. The next step was for the participants to assign the proper category for each

factor.

The levels of maturity for each attribute in the framework are represented by three

standard catégories. Catégories are useful for classifying software knowledge from a high-

level perspective. To keep catégories simple, only three ratings have been identified: basic

(B), intermediate (I) and advanced (A). An intermediate category indicates a nominal rat-

ing or a standard in the industry, whereas basic and advanced ratings identify lower and

higher ratings than the nominal one.

3.1 PROJECT

The project dimension seeks to characterize project efficiency considérations (i.e.,

ability to develop a system without waste of time, energy, etc.)

Process

The process factor seeks to evaluate the degree of efficiency and continuity of the

process. It is primarily oriented to process management assesment.

Process cateeories

Basic: The project is characterized as one without a stable environment for producing soft-

ware. Méthodologies are adapted for each project and there is no follow-up of organiza-

tional learning from expérience. Performance can only be predicted by individual, rather

than project, capability.

Intermediate: The project follows a standard process for producing software. The software

engineering and software management processes group facilitâtes software process defini-
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tion and improvement efforts. Projects use the organization-wide, standard software pro-

cess to create their own defined software process which encompasses the unique

charactenstics of the project. Each project uses a peer review process to enhance product

quality.

Advanced: The project sets quantitative quality goals for software products. Productivity

and quality are measured for important software process activities. Software processes

have been instrumented with well-defined and consistent measurcs which establish the

quantitative foundation for evaluating project processes and products.

Agent

The agent factor seeks to assess the capability of the team of people participating in

the project. It should include in the assessment management and technical person-

nel.

Agent catégories

Basic: The team is unprepared to undertake the project. There is some expérience with

similar applications, System design issues and programming techniques, but they are

insufficient to build the required System. An extra effort is requiï-ed from participants to

improve their compétence (e.g., attending training sessions, working overtime).

Intermediate: The team has the capability to undertake the project. Team members have

varied levels of expérience with related applications, System design and programming

techniques. There is some level of confidence on their chances of success.

Advanced: The team has alrcady demonstrated successfully its capacity to undertake sim-

ilar projects. Team members have a consistent mix of expériences with related applica-

tions, System design and programming techniques. There is confidence of successful

results.

Tool

The tool évaluation factor requires the establishment of the level of sophistication of

tool support for development or maintenance activities. It is orientée! to idenify tools

used by technicians rather than managers.
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Tool catégories

Basic: A basic programming toolkit is available for software production (i.e., compilers,

debuggers and testers).

Intennediate: An improved programming toolkit is available for software production. Pro-

gramming, vérification and validation, configuration management, and measurement tools

are available during software production. The use of workbenches in a limited basis may

be available.

Advanced: Software development environments and CASE tools are available for soft-

ware production which include software and process metrics. User interface development

workbenches are used regularly.

3.2 SYSTEM

The System dimension is oriented to evaluate internai and extemal product charac-

teristics and the technology implementing the System.

Product

The product factor requires determining an overall assessment of the internai prod-

uct characteristics: size, quality and complexity.

Product cates-ories

Basic: Software applications which implement few functions with low complexity and

low quality requu'ements.

Intermediate: Software applications which implement several funcdons with increasing

requirements on quality and complexity.

Advanced: Software applications that implement a large number of functions with high

levels of complexity and increasing requirements on quality.

Performance

The performance factor concems the assessment of software extemal characteris-

tics: reliability and efficiency. It concems dynamics rather than static characteristics.
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Performance catégories

Basic: The System is not bound by reliability or efficiency concerns. The effect of a soft-

ware failure is an easily recoverable loss for users.

Intermediate: The System requires increased support on reliability or efficiency. The effect

of a software failure is a situation from which users can recover without extrême penalty.

Advanced: The system has a major concern on rcliability or efficiency requirements. The

effect of a software failure can be a major financial loss or a massive human inconve-

menée.

Technology

The technology factor rcquires the establishment of the level of sophistication of the

technology implementing the System.

Technoloev cateeories

Basic: Single-user and multi-user microcomputers and minicomputers.

Intermediate: Multi-user mainframe technology.

Advanced: Open-systems computer technology allowing distributed computing.

3.3 ENVIRONMENT

The environment domain évaluâtes the user's satisfaction with the System.

Compliance

The compliance factor assesses the accomplishment of user's requirements.

Compliance cateeories

Basic: Basic requirements are partially fulfilled by the System. There is no major impact

on the users and theirjobs. Improvements to the System are requircd in the short term.
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Intermediate: Basic requirements are fulfilled by the System. There is an impact on the

users and theirjobs. Some areas of the System might be improved, but it is not considérée!

to be urgent.

Advanced: Requirements are fulfilled by the system.The service provided by the System is

appropriate, the information is adéquate, current, and timely. There is a major positive

impact on the users and theirjobs.

Usability

The usability factor is directed to assess user interface characteristics. The impact on

learnability is considered an important aspects to evaluate usability.

Usabilitv cateeories

Basic: Learning the System may require a great deal of time. The System is not providing

interfaces in user terms. Redundant information is required from the users.

Intermediate: The System requires some time to learn, but this is considered acceptable by

the users. The System provides interfaces in user terms. There are some concems with the

System because error messages are not clear and there are no shortcuts for experienced

users.

Advanced: The System requires a short time to learn. The System is user-oriented, efficient

to use, prevents errors by the user and clearly signais the seriousness of any errors. Infre-

quent users have the facility to retum to using the System without having to relearn it, and

fréquent users find shortcuts that improve their efficiency.

Contribution

The évaluation of the contribution of the System to the organization assesses the

benefits provided by the System to the organizadon.

Contribution catesories

Basic: There is no major contribution to the organization, the System has automated the

same tasks as they were performed manually.
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Intermediate: There are some intangible benefits to the organization. Decision-relevant

information is processed in a cost-effective way, improving the quality and speed of man-

agement decision-making processes.

Advanced: The System provides tangible benefits to the organization. The organization is

more cost-effective by using the System. Internai coordination costs have been reduced.

The results of the évaluation process are presented in the following table. Eight

information Systems were evaluated, corresponding to the eight columns of the table. The

rows présent the software Systems attributes being evaluated.

Information Systems Profiles

Process

Agents

Tools

Product

Performance

Technology

Compliance

Usability

Contribution

l

l

A

l

A

A

l

l

l

l

2

l

l

B

l

l

l

l

A

A

3

l

A

l

B

A

l

l

A

l

4

l

l

l

l

B

B

l

l

l

5

l

l

l

A

A

A

A

A

l

6

l

l

B

l

l

l

l

B

A

7

l

A

B

B

A

l

l

l

l

8

l

A

l

B

A

l

l

l

A

From thèse profiles it is possible to find out similarities among information Systems.

Analyzing the results by column, it is possible to identify Systems possessing similar char-

acteristics. Systems 2 and 6 are similar in all their factors except usability (advanced ver-

sus basic). Systems l and 3 are similar except for product and usability factors.

It also is possible to analyze, by row, each factor in the table to find out similarities.

For the process factor, all the Systems were considered intennediate. The Systems were

developed for différent organizations by the same consulting firm using the same process

modeling approach, which explains why they occupy the same process factor category.

For the compliance factor, all the information Systems were intennediate, except one
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which was advanced (System 5). The rest of the factors were more varied for the rest of the

Systems.

Analyzing profiles by dimension, it is possible to identify Systems sharing the same

évaluation pattern, thus possessing similarities. At the project dimension level (process,

agents and tools), Systems l, 3 and 8 share the same project évaluation (I, A, I); Systems

2 and 6 share (I, I, B); Systems 4 and 5 share (I, I, I). At the System dimension level (prod-

uct, performance and technology), Systems 3, 7 and 8 share the same évaluation (B,A,I),

while Systems 2 and 6 share (I, I, I). At the contribution dimension level (compliance,

usability and contnbution), Systems l, 4 and 7 share the same évaluation (I, I, I).

This analysis at a high level helps to identify similar Systems sharing similar dimen-

sion évaluation. From this information, it is possible to détermine the convenience to

search for further détails. For example, for estimation purposes, it would be convenient to

select those Systems that share similar project and System dimensions, get additional data

for each factor and identify whether the new System being estimated shares the saine char-

acteristics of the existing Systems.

3.4 Final comment regarding the évaluation

Some comments regarding catégories and the pui'pose of the évaluation profile were

as follows:

Catégories should be clearly described, they should be précise to avoid wrong inter-

pretations. Descriptions of catégories must avoid being biased to predefined judg-

ments. Some changes to the descriptions were made to improve understandability.

Context within which each category is evaluated. Missing comparison framework.

Guidelines to apply the évaluation and examples of category choices are being doc-

umented.

The number of catégories for each factor seems sufficient, it would not be conve-

nient to increase this number. We try to keep the approach simple for easy usage.

How to use the évaluation profile. This profile gives an évaluation image of a sys-

tem. It can be used to compare Systems from a high level perspective.
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Establish who should evaluate the System (e.g., technical, managerial or users and

clients). A concensus process can be introduced to consider several points of view.

An advantage ofhaving a baselinefor évaluation is îhat it gives a uniform evalua-

tion patternfor system comparison purposes. This is certaintly an advantage of the

évaluation approach.

Evaluating a System using a common baseline is going to improve the practice.

Availability of évaluation approaches like the one being suggested here helps soft-

ware System improvement.

4.0 Conclusions and directions for further research

We have gathered project management perceptions on software Systems évaluations.

A common software évaluation baseline which intégrâtes in a hierarchy the important

dimensions of software, its development environment and the organizational assessment

of a System, was used to guide participants. Project managers provided their perceptions

on important attributes to be evaluated, this perceptions are used as feedback improve the

évaluation process. This expérience indicates that it is fundamental to validate an evalua-

don approach in industry before applying it to a large number of Systems.

Project management perceptions of software System attributes differ widely. This

expérience demonstrates that évaluation approaches have to be well documented before

being applied in industry. Defining the importance of software Systems attributes requires

a concensus among practitioners. Différent points of view, such of those of developers,

operators and users, have to be integrated in a consistent software évaluation framework.

Project managers recognized the importance of the approach, considering the contri-

bution to evaluating information Systems a fundamental aspect for software System

improvement. Management understanding is increased by performing information sys-

tems évaluations. Hot-spots attributes are identified in a top down fashion, requiring mini-

mum évaluation effort on the part of project managers. Comparisons among information

Systems can be performed using a simple évaluation profile. Historical data on information

Systems évaluation can be used to estimate the characteristics of future Systems.
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Project managers have indicated that currently organizations are not performing

software System évaluations. Some approaches to evaluate Systems require weeks or

month to produce a final result. Instead of hundreds of évaluation attributes, our approach

only requu-es nine factors. By reducing the number of attributes being evaluated and con-

centrating at high-level attribute évaluation, it is possible to convince high-level managers

of the importance of the évaluation stage.

Important software Systems évaluation attributes have been idendfied using the hier-

archical approach. The way the évaluation descriptions are prcsented has been improved

after exchanging with project managers. Objectives for each software System évaluation

attribute have been defined to clarify the basis for évaluation. The analysis of additional

levels of depth in the hierarchy of attributes has been used as a mechanism to validate the

choices at higher levels. Finally, additional software System attributes deemed important

by pracdtioners have been incorporated into the scope of software System évaluation.

Some aspects not considered initially in the approach were identified, such as the

importance of the user organization bureaucracy which affects project performance. Also,

logically related attributes were attached together in the hierarchy. For example, tools

related to project management should be associated to the process factor rather than the

tools factor.

The time to produce an évaluation was an important considération, about two hours

were considered very convenient. There are so many aspects to consider in current evalua-

tion approaches, that simpler approaches are required. Project managers found the

approach much more flexible because additional information could be requested only in

case of need. The hierarchical approach facilitâtes the sélection of dimensions considérée!

important by evaluators.

Work is in progress to perform information System évaluations in industry. Guide-

Unes on the évaluation approach are developed to facilitate a self-assessment procédure.

Comparison of évaluation results within a company should identify similarities among

Systems. Applying the évaluation approach to différent companies should détermine the

feasibility of using a common évaluation approach across organizations.
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